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1 Product description:
Specifically designed for Apple TV 2,3rd , this is a convenient and
practical Bluetooth QWERTY keyboard

with embedded case in the

back to hold your apple tv 2th or 3th remote together to enhance your
Apple TV box and secure your tiny remote as long as you put your
Apple TV remote into the keyboard and connect it through Bluetooth
Highlights:
* Portable and handheld design and specifically designed back case
( to be comfortable in hand and to save your much time in searching
all the rooms for your tiny remote.)
*Bluetooth enabled, the 56 pairs directly with your Apple TV set top
box and gives you the simple ability to enter text ,password for
searching items or router connection
*Even better, this keyboard can hold the Apple TV 2/3 remote to be
secured in the back of the Keyboard.
*Use the Keyboard on top for text entry, flip it over for the convenient
use of the traditional Apple TV 2/3 functions of your existing remote
*It is also compatible with other standard Bluetooth enabled devices
*with Built-in rechargeable Lithium battery
Please Note :We Do Not Provide Apple TV Remote
Specifications:
Bluetooth connection
Max distance:30ft
Power Supply: DC 3.7V
Built-in Recharge Li-ion Battery
Size: 6.1*1.8*0.6 inches
Weight: 2.05 ounces

System requirement:
Windows
Mac OS
Android /Google OS ,ios
Package:
Keyboard
1
Charging cable 1
User manual 1
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2 Appearance：
2.1The front keys
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Function
Key shift

input

Operation
For Example ,to input “?” have to
?“” 《》 press Shift + “?”

Upper blue
Key Fn
character input

For example ,to input number key
“7” have to press Fn+“7”

Key BT Press to build
connection

Press Fn+BT

Cursor up,down
left, right

Press the four keys to move
cursor up, down, left,and right
Tap to operate like Back Space on
the normal keyboard

Back Space
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3 How to use
3.1 to power it on
Turn keyboard on by switching power button to “on”. Blue LED
lights up then goes out.

LED

Power Switch

3.2 Recharge your keyboard
When LED flashes even without any operation, that means
your keyboard is in low voltage. Please recharge it
by the included charging cable .(Mini end of
USB cable to keyboard and other end to PC) .The red LED
light will be steady on and go off when fully charged.
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3.3 Put your Apple TV remote into the back case of the
keyboard

Flexible button
Notice:
1The end hole of the back case is for the signal transmitter of your
original remote (Please starting from the bottom of the keyboard)
2,If you think your Apple TV remote is a bit loose in the back case ,
please use tape to make it more stable
3. This back case is perfect for Apple TV2 and Apple TV 3 remote

3.4 to pair it with your Apple TV box
1) on your keyboard:
(to make sure the keyboard is not in low power capacity)
Turn on the keyboard and long press the key “Fn” and then” BT” to
make the Bluetooth keyboard search other Bluetooth devices around
(the blue indicator will flash, which means the keyboard is in a
searching mode and can be found by other bluetooth devices.)
note: Please mind the order “first press Fn and then BT “, and never
let go of your fingers until the Blue indicator beside the “On/Off”
button blinks quickly which means a searching mode.
2) on your Apple TV
Connect your Apple TV box to TV and turn TV on .
then use the remote to navigate to” setting” and click and follow the
the steps below
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General

Settings

3.4.1 Click Setting

3.4.2 Click Bluetooth
under Genera l

3.4.3 Click iPazzPort
Bluetooth

3.4.4.Connected

note;
1）the Apple TV will search other Bluetooth devices around when
you press Bluetooth under general in steps 3.4.2
2) you may have to wait for a few seconds before the TV find the
external Bluetooth keyboard which ends with an icon” iPazzPort
Bluetooth” on TV screen.
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3.5 to use it with your Apple TV
3.5.1 the front keyboard for smooth text input

3.5.2 flip over for the use of the existing remote

note:
The keys on the keyboard is intuitive enough to get familiarized with
the operation. And you may refer to the page 3 (the front keys) .
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4 Troubleshooting:
4.1 Fail to pair it with Apple TV
(1)Please make sure the resource signal is strong enough.
(2)Please make sure the keyboard is not in low power capacity .
(3)Please make sure the keyboard and Apple TV are both in
searching status.
(4)Please make sure the frequency interference around is modest
(5)[refer to page 6 --3.4 (1)] Please mind the order “first press”Fn and
then BT “, and never let go of your fingers until the Blue indicator
beside the “On/Off” button blinks quickly which means a searching
mode.
Note :
Please refer to basic steps we mentioned in page
Please refer to reasons and steps to be mention about “fail to
stay connected with Apple TV ”
Please refer to our specifically written article about pairing
Bluetooth keyboard with Apple TV
at http://ipazzport.com/en_article.asp?id=223
4.2 what if I lost or get lost my original remote
(1) Use an old or another Apple TV remote
(2) Use a third Bluetooth keyboard like this(you should borrow a Apple
remote to sync this keyboard with your Apple TV)
(3) App: You can Download and Install free Remote app to turn your
iPhone, iPad , or iPod into an Apple TV remote once they have
connected to the same Wi-Fi network and home sharing button
is turned on
Steps install app---click the icon “add Apple TV “---paired
(4) Buy another new one
4.3 fails to stay connected with Apple TV
(1) You have to go forward or back out of some APP or
programmer with your remote .( the keyboard may be not
compatible with some APP or programmer)
(2) Not being used within 2 minutes ,it disconnects but
reconnects once you use it again. Example: watching a movie
on Netflix it shows disconnected and once the movie is done
you press any button to reconnect the keyboard if you want to
watch something new
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(3) Please make sure the resource signal is strong enough
(4) Please make sure the keyboard is not in low power capacity
(5) Please make sure the keyboard is not being connected with
some other Bluetooth devices around at the same time ( like
TV ,smart phone, speaker ,etc)
(6) Frequency interference always exists. Please put away
obstacles or shut off other Bluetooth enable units with similar
frequency , or put the keyboard closer to the PC or TV.
(7) please point this keyboard at your TV box to get better signal
transmission and reception .

5 FAQ
5.1 Does it include an Apple TV remote?
No, it is not included. You should buy an Apple TV remote separately
5.2 Does it work with Apple TV 4th?
Yes. As a standard Bluetooth keyboard ,this also works with Apple TV
4th .the regret is the back case doesn’t fit the Apple TV 4 remote.
5.3 Can it pair with multiple devices at the same time?
This Bluetooth keyboard is also compatible with other Bluetooth
devices ,but it can’t control two Bluetooth devices around that
connected with it at the same time
5.4 How is about the battery ?
This keyboard is powered by a Built-in rechargeable Lithium battery
charged by included charging cable in the package. And the standby
will lost even longer if you shut off the keyboard when not in use
5.5 Does it work without Apple TV remote?
Yes if it is connected with your Apple TV in advance. or, y ou will
have to use an Apple TV remote to activate the Apple TV's
Bluetooth function to sync this product with the Apple TV.
5.6 Is there a similar one for Apple TV 4th?
Yes ,there is also a specifically designed Bluetooth QWERTY
keyboard with back case for Apple TV 4th with the same brand of
iPazzPort named kp-810-56S
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6 Safety matters and maintenance :
1 )Don't drop this keyboard into water .Never expose it in the
sunlight or near the fire .
2)please turn off the keyboard in hospital ,airport and gas
station.
3 )never use it while driving .
4)please take out the lithium battery if you keep it in standby
time for a long time.
5) please replace the battery timely and properly .
6) please handle the worthless lithium-li battery properly in
case of pollution .
7)Shut off other Bluetooth units to reduce frequency interference .
8) handle it gently and put it beyond infant's reach.
9) please contact us if you have any question with this product.
10) Never take apart it without permission in case of unexpected
damages to the keyboard that results in invalid warranty
7 warranties and support :
1) we value your suggestion , feedback which are important for
better products and service in the future.
2) The warranties is in line with the business standards and
Amazon platform rules
3) warranties may not apply to all cases ,it depends on factors like the
way you use, the place you buy from, the time you keep it ,etc.
4)Please contact us for helps and warranty in valid period. please
email us at support@ipazzport.com if you have any question
5) please make clear the full name of the product and the question
so that we can support you more effective
6)Please keep on eye on our product updates (version, software,
useful tips) on our official site and social platform ( please
search iPazzPortFans on facebook
,twitter, Google+, etc to give some suggestions and feedbacks )
7) Please share your reviews on Amazon or other platform if you
like this product or email us or leave messages on our social
platform if you have any question ,suggestion ,complaints with
our product and service.
8)Please keep this for convenient after service.
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8 Disposal of battery
At the end of its serviceable life, this
product should not be treated as house
hold or general waste. It should be handed
over to the applicable collection point for
the recycling of electrical and electronic
equipment, or returned to the suppliers for
disposal

Notice



This symbol on the battery indicates
that the bat is to be collected separately.
The following apply only to users in
European countries This battery is
designed for separate collection at an
appropriate collection point.
Do not dispose of as household waste
For more information, contact the retailer
or local authorities in charge of waste
management.

Caution :
Changes or modifications not approved by the dealer
party may result in unexpected damage to the unit or even
invalid warranty.
Recommendation:BT keyboard for Apple TV 4th
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